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Abstract:

This paper uses a duration analysis based on adoption data spanning over 25 years from six communities in the Central Highlands of Guatemala to explore how household characteristics and external trends play into both the adoption and diffusion processes of non-traditional exports among smallholders. Adoption was initially widespread and rapid, which led NTX to be hailed as a pro-poor success, reaching all but the smallest landholders. However, over time, more than two-thirds of adopters eventually dropped out from NTX production. Based on the analysis, NTX production appeared to have delivered less prosperity to adopters than initially promised. Primarily better-endowed farmers were able to overcome the increasingly adverse conditions and, in the long-terms, institutions and policy interventions do not appear to have mitigated these difficulties for less-endowed farmers. While poor farmers may be enticed into entering into NTX markets when conditions are favorable, they may lack the capacity to overcome difficulties that inevitably arise in complex types of cultivations and in highly variable global agricultural markets. Governmental and non-governmental organizations can attempt to mitigate these difficulties, but market forces may overwhelm these efforts, with poorer adopters still unable to compete in global markets.
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I. Introduction

As developing countries continue on the path of economic liberalization, there is an urgent need to bring the benefits of globalization to poor rural communities. Increased commercialization of agriculture and diversification into non-traditional exports (NTXs) is one strategy that has often been advocated as a way for developing countries to use their comparative advantage in lower labor costs and to achieve growth in the agricultural sector. Given the predominantly rural nature of most developing countries and the preponderance of poor people in these areas, high-value agricultural production is considered the ideal mechanism to deliver the benefits of globalization directly to the rural poor as well as foster overall economic growth.

However, the factors that drive NTX adoption, the extent to which the economic gains from NTX adoption (or the resulting spillovers) reach the poor and whether such anti-poverty strategies have been successful in the long run remain open empirical questions. Information asymmetries, differentiated risks, constrained access to credit and limited assets, as well as other market imperfections, appear to put poorer people at a disadvantage in the adoption of more profitable but riskier export crops. Even in those rare cases in which adoption is apparently more inclusive of the poor, cumulative events in both the production and marketing of NTXs have seldom favored the more vulnerable in the medium and long run.

A much-studied experience that, at least initially, appeared to overcome these potential problems is the diffusion of NTX production among smallholders in the Central Highlands of Guatemala. The area experienced a boom in non-traditional exports starting in the early 1980s that initially led to large increases in earnings among adopters (von Braun et al., 1989). In addition, the positive spillover effects of NTX adoption on staple food production seemed temporarily to put to rest concerns over the potentially negative impact of NTX production on food security and malnutrition. However, despite apparent gains in income and food production deriving from increases in productivity, no visible positive effect on nutrition was found (von Braun et al., 1989). In addition, medium-term trends raised concerns about the sustainability of NTX for the majority of adopters (Carletto et al., 1999; Carletto, 2000).

Contrary to previous agro-export booms in Guatemala, NTX cultivation spread among all types of farmers but the very smallest, potentially making it an effective, nearly all-inclusive poverty alleviation mechanism. Much of the expansion in cultivation and marketing was assisted by an agricultural cooperative, Cuatro Pinos, established at the end of the 1970s with donor assistance. However, as reported in Carletto et al. (1999), a
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1 We would like to thank Alejandro de la Fuente Meraz and other participants at the UNU-WIDER conference “The Impact of Globalization on the Poor in Latin America” held in Rio de Janeiro in September 2006 for comments. We would also like to thank the FAO-Norway Partnership Program for funding. We are also grateful to the Instituto de Nutrición de Centro America y Panama (INCAP) and the Cooperative Cuatro Pinos for their support.
wide range of problems beginning in the early 1990s led to a significant drop in profitability that caused many of the smaller and resource poor farmers to withdraw from export crop production. A set of these problems came through the agronomics of intense NTX cultivation as farmers were confronted with significant declines in soil quality and increasing pesticide resistance. Another source of problems was market-based: frequent import bans from the USA in the 1990s led to growing price uncertainty. Furthermore, growers were also saddled with the prohibitive costs of pesticide residue spot checks. These problems were compounded by declining support provided by Cuatro Pinos, as the organization was beset with management problems, increased default on the credit it had provided and a decline in the quality of technical assistance it offered (Carletto et al., 1999).

Over the course of the years, several NTXs have been introduced in the study area, but the crop with highest potential - as well as raising most concerns - is snowpeas. By 2000, Guatemala was cultivating 4,550 hectares in snowpeas, employing more than 32,000 people. Over 80 percent of the households in our sample reported growing snowpeas at some point in time since 1979. However, of these adopters, 72% had withdrawn from cultivation by 2005. On average, snowpeas adopters cultivated the crop for 14.5 years. Although adoption was widespread, virtually no one specializes in snowpeas cultivation, preferring instead a diversified crop portfolio, always including milpa, the traditional intercropping of maize and beans. Among farmers still growing snowpeas in the 2004-2005 season, the average area cultivated in snowpeas was 2.7 cuerdas, just under 30 percent of their total cultivated land. Diseconomies of scale in production, due in part to moral hazard problems with hired labor, have been cited as a possible reason for the low production levels (von Braun et al., 1989; Carletto et al., 1999). High input costs, combined with limited access to credit, is another.

Studies of the adoption of agricultural technologies have generally focused on the dichotomous decision to participate in new types of production by estimating limited dependent variable models. Some extensions have included modeling the extent of adoption using a censored regression specification (Barham et al., 1995; Winters et al., 2004). Although informative, these types of specifications ignore the dynamic nature of the adoption process, which is more properly modeled as a repeated decision conditional on past occurrences and affected by changing conditions over time. In addition, they fail to provide information on the diffusion of adoption, and thus on the role played by changing conditions on the spreading, or thinning out, of the
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2 Farmers may occasionally withdraw from production for short periods of time but continue over the long run. For the purposes of this paper, withdrawal refers to those who have stopped cultivation for a period of at least three years.

3 The maximum number of years producing snowpeas is 26, for households that started in 1980 and were still producing as of the 2005 survey.

4 1 cuerda = 0.11 hectare

5 For a review, see Feder et al. (1985) or Feder and Umali (1993). See also von Braun et al. (1989) and Katz (1992) for application to NTX adoption in Guatemala.
phenomenon. In this study, we model both the decision to adopt NTXs, as well as the
decision to abandon production, using a single-spell duration model framework with
time-varying covariates. Although the use of duration models had its origin in
biomedical research, this estimation technique has been increasingly applied to a variety
of issues in economics, including technology adoption, unemployment spells and even
participation in social assistance programs\textsuperscript{6}.

Although most smallholders in the study areas report adopting snowpeas at some point
in time, significantly fewer smallholders were still growing the crop in 2005, and of
these only a very small share has grown the crop since the early 1980s. The vast
majority dropped out in the 1990s, a period of particularly adverse conditions due to, as
mentioned earlier, a combination of agronomic and market factors. In this paper,
although we also model the pre-adoption spell, i.e. the number of years it took a
household to first adopt snowpea cultivation, we are particularly interested in
evaluating the sustainability of NTX adoption and identifying those factors driving
desertion from NTX production. Particularly, we are interested in ascertaining the role
played by a number of key policy-relevant variables, such as land, institutions, and
prices. In view of the dramatic changes in profitability of NTXs over time and the
withdrawal from NTX production observed in the study area, the core hypothesis we
will explore is whether in the face of increasingly difficult conditions only better-
endowed farmers, particularly in terms of land and labor, were able to successfully
continue cultivating NTXs. Conversely, it may be the case that other factors, namely
institutions and policy interventions, were able to mitigate adverse conditions that
unraveled over time allowing less-endowed farmers to continue in the production of
NTXs. Whichever is the case, the paper provides insight into how the process of
globalization can influence the livelihoods of the rural poor and whether actions can be
taken to facilitate access to global markets.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II provides the conceptual
foundations of the paper, noting the general approach taken and the factors that are
believed to influence adoption of NTXs as well as withdrawal from cultivation. The
data used for the analysis are described in section III, together with a brief description of
the patterns of adoption/withdrawal and the main variables used in the analysis. Section IV
provides an explanation of the empirical approach used to analyze adoption
and withdrawal and presents the results of the econometric analysis. Conclusions and
policy implications are then presented in section V.

II. Characterizing NTX adoption and withdrawal
As mentioned, the empirical literature on adoption can be schematically divided into
two separate strands. On the one hand, various studies have analyzed the decision to

\textsuperscript{6} For a review of empirical application of duration models in social sciences see Kiefer (1988) and
adopt based on the simplifying dichotomy adopters *vis a vis* non-adopters (Waktola, 1980; Kebede et al., 1990; Yirga et al., 1996; Dadi et al., 2001), mostly by estimating limited dependent variables models such as Probit or Tobit. On the other hand, a number of studies (Carletto et al., 1999; Baltenweck et al., 2000; Fuglie and Kascak, 2001; Burton et al., 2003; and Dadi et al., 2004) have specified the adoption decision within a duration model framework, to account for the dynamic nature of adoption and the effect of time-varying factors, while also adequately capturing the diffusion of the technology over time. The former approach can be quite restrictive and potentially misleading given the dramatic transformation of cropping patterns observed over the past two decades in the study. We thus take the latter approach.

In fact, in the presence of the volatile and ever-changing conditions that have characterized NTX production and marketing in the highlands of Guatemala over the past quarter century, framing the problem within a multi-decisional context is far more appealing, and likely to produce more relevant results. We analyze farmers’ repeated decisions to adopt and/or withdraw from NTXs within a hazard model framework in which the spell of NTX adoption - as well as the spell of foregone adoption - will be analyzed in relation to a number of time-variant (and invariant) covariates in order to shed light on the dynamics of export crop adoption, its sustainability for smallholders, and the efficacy of policy interventions in sustaining commercialization among smallholders.

Specifically, we first model farmers’ decision to adopt snowpeas at some point after 1979, where the spell is identified as the number of years between the first year of the farmers’ exposure to the “risk of adoption” and the actual adoption. In some cases, households had not yet adopted at the time of the survey even after being “at risk” of adoption for over twenty years. In duration modeling, these cases are treated as right-censored, meaning that real time at risk continues even though the observation period has ended, as it is plausible that they may end the spell by adopting at some unobserved future date. Similarly, for NTX adopters only, we also model the subsequent decision to withdraw from growing NTXs, where the spell indicates the number of years of continuous adoption. As several smallholders have not yet stopped cultivation of NTX but they may elect to do so in the future, the spell will also be treated as censored.
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7 For further evidence, see Mohr (1982).
8 The beginning of the spell is either 1979 or the year of household formation, whichever comes later. This is because for households which were not yet formed in 1979, their exposure time begins at household formation. However, as the 2005 survey is part of a panel from a 1985 survey, most households were already formed by 1979.
9 Although nothing precludes farmers from adopting NTX at a later stage, it would be reasonable to assume that the probability of doing do after such a long spell is close to zero. As a possible extension of this analysis, a split model will be estimated to account for this fact.
10 In the vast majority of cases, farmers reported growing snowpeas annually, without interruptions. However, about one-sixth of snowpeas adopters stopped growing snowpeas for a period of at least three years and then started again, producing for at least another three years. This stage of the analysis treats
Following Carletto et al. (1999), NTXs are assumed to be more labor intensive and riskier than traditional crops and involve higher entry costs. Each year a farmer who has the option to adopt will decide whether to allocate land to NTX production based on the expected change in utility following adoption. Once adoption has occurred, the farmer must decide whether to continue to produce the crop or to withdraw from production based on whether the benefits from continued production outweigh the costs. As both household and external factors change, farmers may alter their intertemporal decision to adopt or withdraw. Within this framework, a number of testable hypotheses can be derived in terms of factors driving the adoption and withdrawal process. These are explored below. For each factor the adoption and withdrawal decisions are considered.

Land
Average land ownership in the study area is quite low, at 3.7 cuerdas per household in 1985 and 4.5 cuerdas in 2005 – corresponding to less than 0.1 hectare per capita, on average – while 21% of households reported not owning any land. Over 40% of all households in the sample rent small amounts of land (1.4 in 2005 cuerdas, on average). Average farm size in 2005 was around 5.3 cuerdas. Given the shortage of land, NTX cultivation was often practiced at the cost of reducing land allocation to traditional crops. However, despite ubiquitous land shortage, adoption was widespread, if quite limited in most cases in terms of extent.

Land ownership, by increasing access to credit and reducing risk aversion, is expected to increase the probability of adoption. However, in view of the widespread adoption observed across all classes of smallholders, we hypothesize that land, at least initially when most adoption appear to have occurred, may have played a minor role in the decision.

The land variable is first introduced in the model as a time-invariant variable measuring farm size, or the total amount of land available for cultivation, either owned or through rental. Only the 2005 value is available, leading to concerns that current land holdings reflect prior cultivation decisions. In the final model, we introduce, instead, a time-varying covariate reflecting total owned land (land_owned) in the previous year as a proxy for the amount of land available for cultivation. We believe that this latter variable may be more suitable to capture the household’s potential land constraint to only households’ first adoption spells. In other words, once a household has adopted and withdrawn from snowpeas production for at least 3 consecutive years, it is no longer considered at risk of adoption again. This 3-year criterion was adopted to sift out occasional adopters, or households that temporarily interrupted production for a limited time. Subsequent stages of analysis will allow for multiple adoption spells.

11 Farm size was computed as owned land minus land rented/given out plus land rented in/received for cultivation.
adoption over time as it does not suffer from the same endogeneity problems likely to affect the 2005 farmsize variable.\footnote{Regrettably, with the data at hand, we were not able to reconstruct the farm size variable for each year as the survey asks about borrowed/rented land only for the agricultural season 2004-2005. This would have been preferable to the variables used, as it would have captured all land availability at the time of making the decision.}

Furthermore, access to better quality land may have also contributed to the smallholder’s decision to adopt. The concept of land quality can be expressed through a number of variables describing the suitability of the land for NTX production during those months with the lowest environmental- and market-related problems and thus of highest returns. While during the rainy season water is abundant, pest infestations, as well as the likelihood of cold weather and water damages to the crop, are highest. Although pest problems – and thus input costs – are lowest during the dry season, when incidentally output prices are also higher, water shortage is likely to constrain cultivation. For this reason, availability of flat/low erosion land – which tends to retain both soil and moisture, thus allowing increased production during the dry season – emerges as a potentially important factor in the farmer’s decision to adopt. To capture the concept of land quality we use an index variable (\textit{land\_qual}) that incorporates slope, level of erosion and irrigation for the best plot of land owned by a household.\footnote{The “best” plot of land is the one with the highest index score. This measure is used instead of average land quality because generally only a portion of land holdings is devoted to snowpeas cultivation and thus not all land would have to be suitable for snowpeas for a household to grow the crop.}

For withdrawal, land factors are also expected to play a key role in the sustainability of NTX production. Land may impact farmer decisions in at least two ways. Amount of land determines ability to rotate crops in a way that reduces soil depletion and maintains higher yields. Equally, the quality of land continues to play a critical role after the initial adoption decision. This effect may be even more important if low erosion and high humidity or irrigated land is better suited to weathering the harsh conditions imposed by snowpeas cultivation.

\textit{Labor}

Snowpeas is considerably more labor-intensive than traditional crops. Furthermore, because of high supervision requirements, snowpeas production is characterized by sizable moral hazard problems that, together with pervasive liquidity and credit constraints at the household level, make hired labor an imperfect substitute for family labor. Consequently, family labor availability is expected to foster adoption and is captured by a time-variant variable reflecting the number of adult members\footnote{“Adult” here includes household members ages 15-55.} each year of potential adoption (\textit{adults}). Similarly, it is expected that households with more adult members have an advantage in sustaining snowpeas production overtime, thus delaying the decision to withdraw.
Household characteristics
The age of the household head (age), as well as the head’s education (education) are included in the both models. Younger people, exhibiting a lower risk aversion and being at an earlier stage of a life cycle, are more likely to adopt riskier non-traditional cash crops. Also, more educated farmers are hypothesized to have better chances with agronomically-complex cultivations such as snowpeas (Rahm and Huffman, 1984; Kebede et al., 1990; Asfaw and Admassie, 2004).

However, while age may deter households from adopting for reasons of risk aversion, once a household adopts, age may foster longer snowpeas production, through increased prior experience or more selective market entrance; alternatively, age may be associated with declining health, which would likely encourage withdrawal (Rahm and Huffman, 1984). Furthermore, given that education is expected to allow households to obtain better information and comprehend this information, it is likely to enable them to make better decisions. The effect of education on withdrawal may depend greatly on circumstances, and thus its effect is ambiguous; more educated farmers may be the quickest to withdraw if events merit such a move but also more capable of maintaining production in the face of adversity.

Assets
Both agricultural and non-agricultural assets are expected to promote adoption of more capital-intensive NTX crops by improving household access to credit and reducing the households’ degree of risk aversion. We test the hypothesis by including two time-varying variables: (a) an index indicating the level of durable asset ownership in 1985, 1995 and 2005 (durables)\(^\text{15}\); and (b) a similar index for agricultural assets in the same years (ag_assets). The values are converted into a step-wise function, with the 1985 value used for the 1980s, the 1995 for the 1990s and the 2005 for each of the five years preceding the survey.

Since agricultural assets may both increase access to credit and improve agricultural productivity, withdrawal is less likely for households endowed with such assets. An accumulation of such assets may also offer an indication of a household’s commitment to agriculture, as well as previous experience and success. Higher values of non-agricultural durable goods may also facilitate access to credit and reduce risk aversion, but may also proxy increased ability to diversify out of growing snowpeas when problems arise.

Prices
While market conditions for producing snowpeas were especially favorable in the early 1980s when the majority of farmers adopted, prices steadily declined and became more

\(^{15}\) The weighted indices were computed using principal component analysis, based on pooled information for 15 durable items (and 15 types of agricultural equipment and tools) for each of the available years (1985, 1995 and 2005).
volatile in the 1990s, increasing risk and decreasing profitability. Input costs did not fall commensurately (Immink et al., 1995) and in some cases actually increased substantially. The assumption is that observing lower prices will deter new entrants. In a similar fashion, higher expected prices are assumed to foster continued production of snowpeas, leading to higher risks of withdrawal as prices decline. The time-variant annual average price, lagged by one year (\(Price_{avg}\)), is included to capture this effect.

**Time**
Time enters the hazard model in a number of ways. In addition to capturing changing conditions through some of the above covariates expressed in time-varying form, different specifications of time, both at the household and community level, are also introduced in the model.

**Household time**
In modeling a duration spell, we are in essence tracking each household’s “household time,” which corresponds to a different “calendar time” for each household, depending on the year of first exposure to the possibility of adopting snowpeas or withdrawing after adoption. Household time is inherently embedded in the model as the \(t\) used to describe the key functions inherent to duration modeling, allowing that the simple passage of time once “exposed” may affect a household’s probability of making the decision of interest. This effect may increase the probability of adoption as a result of learning-from-others or other unobserved characteristics, or it may decrease it following the cumulative effect of factors like increased toxicity and soil depletion. For withdrawal, the passage of time following adoption may again work against a household, if the production is not environmentally sustainable or, conversely, if each additional year the household “survives” in the market reflects its suitability for snowpeas production.

**Origin of spell**
Again, a spell begins only once a household is “at risk” of the event – adoption or withdrawal – occurring. In the case of adoption, we first control for the household idiosyncratic beginning of the spell (\(start_a\)): for most households, this corresponds to 1980, the first possible year of adoption when snowpeas cultivation was introduced to the region. For a few households that were not yet formed in 1980, exposure to NTX only started later on, at the year of household formation. Under the assumption that some “learning from others” is at work despite deteriorating conditions, latecomers may have been in a better position to adopt, at least in the first decade of possible adoption.

Similarly, in the withdrawal model we control for the year of adoption (\(start_w\)), which demarcates the beginning of the withdrawal spell for each household. On the one hand, with time, farmers are assumed to accumulate knowledge about NTX production and marketing. Thus, later adopters could be at an advantage, benefiting from early
adopters’ experience and mishaps. On the other hand, factors like increased toxicity and soil depletion (Thrupp et al., 1995), as well as increasing competition from more-established producers and deteriorating market conditions, are likely to put latecomers at a disadvantage. Latecomers may also be expected to withdraw more easily if their late entrance reflects that they were less suited to snowpeas cultivation in the first place.

**Markets and Institutions**
As mentioned, starting in the early 1990s, the marketing of snowpeas has been fraught with frequent problems, primarily due to import bans imposed by Customs authorities in the USA following the detection of unauthorized pesticide residues (Carletto et al., 1999). This period of deteriorating market conditions coincided with a period of increasing management problems at the cooperative, which, at least initially, had been a source of credit, inputs, technical assistance and export access for a growing number of community members. Mounting financial problems seriously inhibited the cooperative’s ability to support its members for much of the 1990s. Following a management overhaul at the cooperative in the early 2000s, most of the services to its now much-restricted number of members have been re-established, thus potentially creating the conditions for a reversal in trend. To capture the dynamics of these changing conditions in both marketing and institutional conditions, we introduce two time-varying dummy variables for the period 1990-2001 (epoch_90-01) and 2002-2005 (epoch_02-05), corresponding to the two major shifts in cooperative management, as well as the changing market conditions.

**Village experience**
Following Carletto et al. (1999), we also introduce a variable (Village_t) reflecting the cumulative effect of village-level adoption. This time-variant variable is computed as the share of villagers who grew snowpeas the year prior to the farmer’s decision to adopt. The effect of the diffusion of snowpeas among fellow villagers on the household decision to adopt is ambiguous: on the one hand, there are possible economies of scale in transport and economies of scope in the diffusion of information that may increase the propensity to adopt. On the other hand, factors like growing competition, crowding out of new adopters and increasing land prices as a result of the adoption of more profitable crops may have an increasingly negative impact on adoption. Over time, this negative impact is expected to become the more influential force, pushing producers to withdraw through competition for markets and resources, as well as reducing productivity as intense cultivation with fertilizers and pesticides leads to toxic buildup in the soil.

**Village fixed effects**
Finally, we include controls for village fixed effects. While the diffusion of NTX cultivation at the village level is already included, the fixed effects are expected to capture other differences by location, including distance, local infrastructures, as well as
the fact that snowpeas were not uniformly introduced to all communities at the same
time.

III. Data and descriptive stats
This study is based on data collected in the spring of 2005 in six communities in the
Central Highlands of Guatemala served by the Cuatro Pinos cooperative. The survey
design entailed re-interviewing, after a 20-year span, the original households of a survey
carried out in 1985 (von Braun et al., 1989). Prior to the 2005 survey, extensive
fieldwork was carried out in the fall of 2004 to locate the original sample of households
and create a comprehensive list of the names and whereabouts of each original
household member for a follow-up interview.

Out of the initial 1985 sample of 399 households, a total of 324 households could be
identified and located in the course of the listing operation. The total sample for this
study includes 296 households. Full histories of NTX adoption and membership in the
cooperative were collected, together with detailed information on the socio-economic
situation of the households. Recall methods were also used capture trends in asset
positions, as well as to collect full land transaction histories.

As mentioned, more than 20 years from the onset of the NTX boom in the area, the
agricultural configuration and socio-economic make-up of the communities appear to
have changed quite dramatically. Many farmers have succeeded in continuing to grow
NTXs, but many more have abandoned cultivation. Others have entered production
significantly later, with mixed success. Figure 1a shows the survivor function for the
NTX adoption decision. The survivor function indicates the probability for a unit to
survive beyond some time \( t \) or, in other words, the share of households that still have
not adopted at a given time \( t \). Most farmers in the sample adopt snowpeas (82 percent), and the vast majority of these adopt within the first few years of exposure, partly thanks to the incentives provided through a vibrant cooperative in terms of
inputs, technical assistance and market support. By 1985, 65 percent of the sample, or 80
percent of ever-adopters, had already adopted. However, as can be seen in Figure 1b

16 The six communities are Santiago Sacatepéquez, Pachalí, San José Pacúl, Santa Maria Cauqué, San
Mateo Milpas Altas and El Rejón. The cooperative is located in Santiago Sacatepéquez.
17 For details on the original sample design, see von Braun et al. (1989).
18 Of the original 399 households, neither the name of the household head nor address information were
available for about 20 cases, thus we had to exclude these households from the listing operation, bringing
down the number of potential panel households to about 380. In approximately 50 cases, only households
of the children who had left the original households were available, and in a few cases, the male heads of
original households appeared to have changed. Only the original households with original male heads are
used for this study. Further data cleaning eliminated households with insufficient or suspect information,
yielding a final adoption sample size of 296. The sample used for withdrawal totals 242 and excludes one
household that adopts in the final year of observation, as the model does not allow for adoption and
withdrawal within the same period.
19 This percentage rises to 85% when “incidental adopters” who adopted for two years or less are
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which presents the survivor function for the withdrawal decision – i.e. the percentage of adopters who have not withdrawn – the first signs of desertion started almost immediately, indicating that for a number of farmers NTX adoption was short-lived. From time of adoption until 2005, only one-quarter of adopters produced snowpeas uninterrupted.\textsuperscript{20} Two additional features emerging from the figures are noteworthy: in the adoption process, virtually no new adoption is observed after 1995; and the withdrawal survivor function depicts a gradual but persistent withdrawal process, with generally higher rates from the late 1980s on.\textsuperscript{21}

Figures 2a and 2b present the events from a slightly different angle. While the above survival functions show the percent of the population that has yet to undergo the event of interest (adoption, or withdrawal among the sample of adopters), these empirical hazard functions give the likelihood of adopting (withdrawing) in each time period (starting from the first year “at risk” of adoption or withdrawal\textsuperscript{22}) \textit{conditional} on not having adopted (withdrawn) by the previous time period. The hazard functions suggest an initial acceleration of adoption and then a strong and consistent downward trend in adoption, showing that if farmers did not adopt early, they became less and less likely to do so in the years ahead. The withdrawal hazard function in Figure 2b, on the other hand, suggests slow but growing pressure to withdraw peaking at about 20 years after initial adoption.

\textsuperscript{20} Here and in the subsequent analysis, “uninterrupted” is defined as not having stopped producing snowpeas for more than 2 years. Thus, in calculating the spell in the withdrawal model, a household is assumed to change state, i.e. withdraw, only when stopped producing for more than 2 years.

\textsuperscript{21} Exceptions are the 1991-1992, 1996-1997, and (to a lesser extent) 2001-2002 seasons, in which more pronounced drops in survival are detected, likely because of some “heaping” effects due to recall bias.

\textsuperscript{22} Note again that while “calendar time” is the same for all households, “household time” is not.
Table 1 compares the characteristics of adopter households and non-adopters.\textsuperscript{23} Looking at land assets, with an average of 2.4 cuerdas per household, adopters had approximately one cuerda more than non-adopters at the time of first possible adoption. In terms of land quality – as captured by the share of land without erosion problems – adopters and non-adopters were not significantly different at the beginning of their pre-adoption spell. By 2005, however, the land gap between adopters and non-adopters had widened: 83 percent of adopters reported owning land, compared to 67 percent of non-adopters. Adopters’ owned land had doubled to an average of just over five cuerdas, while non-adopters still owned just 2.2 cuerdas on average. The difference in terms of farm size is even larger, with adopters controlling about 6 cuerdas of land for cultivation.\textsuperscript{24} Adopters’ land was also more likely to be irrigated (though the percentages are low for both groups) and less likely to suffer erosion problems.

Households do not appear to differ in terms of year of formation and availability of household labor. The heads of adopting households were significantly younger, though, at 31 years versus 34.5 years among non-adopters. They had also completed more years of schooling.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{lcccc}
\hline
\textbf{Table 1: Selected descriptive statistics for adopters & non-adopters} & \textbf{Full Sample} & \textbf{Adopters} & \textbf{Non-adopters} & \textbf{Difference} & \textbf{t-stat} \\
\hline
\textbf{Number of Observations} & 296 & 243 & 53 & 188 & \\
\textbf{Land assets:} & & & & & \\
Total land owned (cuerdas), beginning of pre-adoption spell $\sim$ & 2.22 & 2.40 & 1.44 & 0.96 & 1.49 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

\textsuperscript{23} In the table, “incidental adopters” who grew snowpeas for two years or less are classified as non-adopters.

\textsuperscript{24} The trend seems to suggest differentiated land accumulation patterns across smallholders driven by adoption. Although we are aware of the problem, for the time being we are treating the land variable in the duration model as exogenous.
Percent of households that report owning land, 2005  
80.0%  83.1%  66.7%  16.4%  2.75***  
Total land owned (cuerdas), 2005  
4.54  5.07  2.19  2.88  3.72***  
Total farm size (cuerdas), 2005  
5.34  5.95  2.55  3.40  4.34***  
Low-erosion land, percent of total, 2005  
70.0%  71.7%  62.2%  9.5%  1.44  
Irrigated land, percent of total, 2005  
8.8%  10.2%  2.5%  7.7%  2.21***  
Quality score of best plot, beginning of pre-adoption spell  
2.63  2.74  2.12  0.62  2.38***  
Quality score of best plot, 2005  
3.30  3.31  3.21  0.10  0.49  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Human capital assets:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year of household formation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household size, beginning of pre-adoption spell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average household size, 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adults in the household, beginning of pre-adoption spell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average household adults in 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age of household head, beginning of pre-adoption spell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average final school grade completed by head of household</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

~Beginning of pre-adoption spell is 1980, or year of household formation for households that were formed between 1980 and 1985. ^Adopters are those households that cultivated snowpeas for more than two years. ***denotes significance at the 1% level; ** at 5%, and * at 10%.

Finally, in the following graph we show the declining price trend of snowpeas for the period 1979-2005. Average prices were constructed using data from daily/weekly port prices for Miami—a primary destination for Guatemalan snowpeas—collected by the US Department of Agriculture. Yearly averages were derived from the average of the high and low price each week. The original data were reported as US dollars, which were then converted into real Quetzales per pound (indexed to year 2000) using the exchange rates and Consumer Price Index from the IMF’s International Financial Statistics Yearbook (2005).

---

Snowpeas price data were only available starting in the late months of 1987, so the 1987-2005 prices were used to predict the earlier prices back to 1978. The prices were first predicted in US dollars and then adjusted for exchange rate and inflation, yielding results consistent with anecdotal evidence of especially-high prices as Guatemalans first entered the market, followed by high prices in the 1980s and declining prices in the 1990s.
IV. Understanding NTX adoption and withdrawal

**Empirical Specification**

Duration modeling allows for the analysis of the decision over time to adopt and withdraw from the cultivation of snowpeas. “Risk” of adoption (and withdrawal) over time can be expressed through the hazard rate

\[ h(t) = h_0(t) e^{(\beta s)} \]

indicating the probability of adoption in any given time period \( t \), conditional on not having adopted up through time \( t-1 \). Including the distribution of the hazard rate \( h_0(t) \) allows us to control for trends in “household time” \( t \), as we estimate the effect of other household and external factors. The term \( e^{(\beta s)} \) incorporates the multiplicative effects of the vector of covariates on the hazard rate, including \( e^{(\beta_0)} \) for an estimated intercept \( \beta_0 \), which can be multiplied by the hazard distribution \( h_0(t) \) to get the “baseline hazard function.” This baseline hazard is interpreted as the likelihood of the event of interest occurring in time \( t \) if all other covariates were valued at zero. In the above form, the model is referred to as a proportional hazards model.

Duration models can be estimated using both parametric and non-parametric methods for specifying the hazard rate. If assumptions regarding the underlying functional form of the hazard function can be made with some confidence, parametric models are generally preferred since they provide for a clear pattern of survival. However, the choice of the proper functional form is not straightforward and several diagnostic tools are proposed in the literature. For the present study, and consistent with common
practice, the Weibull distribution was chosen,\(^\text{26}\) for which the hazard function can be expressed as

\[
h(t) = \lambda(x)^\rho \rho t^{\rho-1}
\]

where

\[
\lambda(x) = e^{-\beta x}
\]

is the *scale* parameter, which is a function of the vector of covariates \(x\), and \(\rho\) is the *shape* parameter, capturing the monotonic time dependency of the phenomenon at hand. In the case of time-varying covariates, also the scale parameter \(\lambda\) will depend on \(t\), as we substitute in the formula above \(x\) with \(x(t)\).

When the shape parameter \(\rho>1\), the hazard function is monotonically increasing, i.e. the probability of changing state increases over time. Conversely, this probability monotonically decreases when \(\rho<1\). In the unique case that the shape parameter equals 1, there is assumed to be no time dependency and the Weibull reduces to the Exponential case.

For more intuitively-interpretable results, the above hazard rate can be parameterized into what is known as the Accelerated Failure Time (AFT) model, a simple transformation of the proportional hazards model, which is what we use. In vector form, the AFT model can be expressed as

\[
\log(t) = \beta' X + \sigma \epsilon,
\]

where \(t\) is a non-negative random variable denoting adoption(withdrawal) time, \(X\) is the vector of explanatory variables, and \(\beta\) is the vector of corresponding coefficients. In the case of a Weibull hazard function, \(\epsilon\) is the error term that follows an Extreme value distribution\(^\text{27}\), scaled by \(\sigma\), where \(\sigma=1/\rho\) is the inverse of the shape parameter. Unlike the proportional hazards form, which reports variables’ effect on the hazard rate, the AFT coefficients can be easily interpreted as in regular regression models and reflect the acceleration or deceleration effect on the time until the occurrence of the event of interest (adoption or withdrawal).

**Results**

\(^\text{26}\) Other functional forms, including the log-logistic, as well as the Cox semi-parametric method, were also estimated with somewhat mixed success. Further diagnostic is underway to fully ascertain the robustness of the results to different specifications.

\(^\text{27}\) Given an error term \(\eta\) following a Weibull distribution, then \(\epsilon=\ln(\eta)\) has an Extreme value distribution.
Adoption

Table 2 shows the estimation results for the adoption decision, which are given in terms of AFT coefficients. A negative coefficient reflects a shorter pre-adoption spell (higher probability of adoption), while a positive coefficient indicates slower adoption (a longer pre-adoption spell). Consistent with earlier findings that snowpeas adoption did not discriminate against small landholders, possibly because of family labor advantages, the results indicate that amount of land owned at the time of adoption has not been an important factor in the decision process. Land quality is not significant either, suggesting that households were willing to try growing snow peas without strongly considering the characteristics of the land. This may also be due to the fact that early on, no major pest problems were observed and chemical fertilizers and pesticides were more readily available and less expensive, thus reducing the need for cultivation on low erosion/high humidity land during the dry season.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Maximum Likelihood NTX-Adoption Duration Models, Hazard Functions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weibull Distribution, 296 observations</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coefficients</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Household characteristics</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Land assets</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land ownership, in cuerdas ((\text{land_owned}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( z = -0.69 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land ownership, squared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( z = -0.72 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of best plot ((\text{land_qual}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( z = -0.59 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Human capital assets</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age of household head ((\text{age}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( z = 3.39 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education of the head of household ((\text{education}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( z = 0.80 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of household adults ((\text{adults}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( z = 0.47 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other assets</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural assets: index ((\text{ag_assets}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( z = -5.43 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durable goods: index ((\text{durables}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( z = -1.24 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Market conditions</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average prices, 2000 quetzals/lb ((\text{Price_ave}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( z = -9.63 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Role of time in adoption</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical time: origin of adoption spell ((\text{start_a}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( z = -4.10 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical time: adoption epoch dummy: 1990-2001 ((\text{epoch_90-01}))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Historical time: adoption epoch dummy: 2002-2005 (epoch_02-05)

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.222</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Village time: % adopters in village (Village_t)

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Community fixed effects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Community</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>San Mateo</td>
<td>0.324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Rejón</td>
<td>0.472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sta. Maria de Cauque</td>
<td>-0.132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacul</td>
<td>-0.225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pachali</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Constant

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.345</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
P = 3.26, \quad \sigma = \frac{1}{\rho} = 0.307
\]

Note: Shaded coefficients are significant at 95% percent, or higher.

Consistent with the hypotheses, the age of the head of household slows adoption while, contrary to expectation but in line with the cited study in the same communities (Carletto et al., 1999), family labor plays no significant role in the decision to adopt. This may reflect that fact that households would enter NTX production regardless of the amount of family labor available. However, labor supply is likely to have affected the extent of adoption, not captured by our model. The education level of the household head is also not significant. That only few farmers attend past grade 6 and the average schooling is a meager 2.5 years may offer a possible justification for this lack of significance. Agricultural assets go hand in hand with more rapid adoption, while the effect of other non-agricultural durable assets is negligible. This seems to suggest that it is previous investment in agriculture that allows those to adopt more quickly and not overall wealth. This may also indicate that at least initially, when most adoption occurred, credit constraints – initially eased by the cooperative – played a more limited role in adoption as non-agricultural wealth, which should be linked to credit access, is less important.

A key finding of our estimation is the role played by (lagged) prices in the decision to adopt. Based on the estimation, farmers appear to be quite responsive to price changes, and households tend to adopt early on when prices were high and more stable. As prices fall over time, households who have not already started growing snow peas become increasingly less likely to do so.
The year in which the household became first exposed to NTX production is important in the decision to adopt: households that formed later tend to have shorter pre-adoption spells. The result, however, could well be an artifact of the sample. Because our panel sample only includes households that formed up to 1985 – undoubtedly the most favorable years for snowpeas – it seems reasonable to assume that households forming after the introduction of snowpeas in 1979, but prior to 1985, might be more willing to enter the market quickly, having seen the techniques and benefits among those who had adopted previously. In the face of deteriorating conditions in the 1990s, households that formed after 1985, if present in the sample, would have found quick adoption less tempting.

Consistent with earlier results (Carletto et al., 1999), higher diffusion of snowpeas cultivation at the community level significantly predict lower adoption in the following year. It is not obvious, however, to what degree this may be attributed to a less-open market, soil depletion and toxicity, saturation of the pool of potential adopters, or caution acquired by learning from the failures of others.

As expected, the epoch dummies, introduced to capture changing market and institutional conditions after 1990, indicate that adoption became less and less likely over time: both are positive, with the latter period (2002-2005) characterized by even slower adoption than the former (1990-2001).

Also as expected, the community fixed-effects (with Santiago Sacatepéquez as the comparison group) also give significant results. Not surprisingly, El Rejón and San Mateo, the most distant and last-incorporated communities into the cooperative, were slower to adopt. There is also indication that households in Pachalí may have also been slower to adopt, while Pacúl and Santa Maria de Cauqué were generally faster.

Finally, the value of the shape parameter \( \rho \) deserves some explanation. The estimated value is significantly greater than 1, indicating, somewhat counter-intuitively, a strong positive time dependency in the probability of adoption. The parameter, however, seems to counterbalance the effect of the other time-dependent variables, all showing the opposite relation. In fact, as we run a different specification of the model without the other time variables, the shape parameter assumed a value smaller than 1, thus reflecting the overall negative time drift from the time-varying covariates.

Withdrawal

Table 3 presents the results of the withdrawal estimation. Again, negative coefficients for the AFT Weibull indicate a shorter expected time until withdrawal occurs (shorter duration of snowpeas production). Positive coefficients correspond to households producing the crop for longer periods of time.
Table 3: Maximum Likelihood NTX-Withdrawal Duration Models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>coefficient</th>
<th>(z-score)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weibull Distribution, (242 observations)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Household characteristics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land assets</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land ownership, in cuerdas (land_owned)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>(0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land ownership, squared</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>(-0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of best plot (land_qual)</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>(2.94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human capital assets</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age of household head (age)</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
<td>(0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education of the head of household (education)</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>(0.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of household adults (adults)</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>(0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other assets</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural assets: index (ag_assets)</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td>(3.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durable goods: index (durables)</td>
<td>-0.073</td>
<td>(-3.30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Market conditions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average prices (Price_ave)</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>(2.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Role of time in withdrawal</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical time: origin of withdrawal spell/time of adoption (start_w)</td>
<td>-0.059</td>
<td>(-5.88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical time: adoption epoch dummy: 1990-2001 (epoch_90-01)</td>
<td>-0.021</td>
<td>(-0.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical time: adoption epoch dummy: 2002-2005 (epoch_02-05)</td>
<td>0.141</td>
<td>(0.74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Village time: % adopters in the village (Village_t)</td>
<td>-0.019</td>
<td>(-3.81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Community fixed effects</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Mateo</td>
<td>-0.095</td>
<td>(-0.86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Rejon</td>
<td>1.117</td>
<td>(4.59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sta. Maria de Cauque</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>(0.82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacul</td>
<td>0.387</td>
<td>(2.67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pachali</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>(0.53)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For withdrawal, the amount of land owned remains insignificant, contrary to expectations, but higher quality of land significantly extends the length of the production spell. These findings suggest that land quality – having good land that can withstand intense use and allow cultivation in more propitious months of the year – matters even more than land quantity to sustain NTX production over time.

While, as seen, older age decreased the likelihood of adoption, it does not lead to faster withdrawals. It seems that older farmers may be more risk-averse and not adopt, but those who do choose to enter are no less likely to stick with it. Having more household adults does not lead to longer NTX production. While agricultural assets slow withdrawal, durable non-agricultural assets are significantly associated with shorter adoption spells, possibly reflecting diversification away from producing snowpeas.

The year of snowpeas adoption is also a highly-significant predictor of shorter production duration. Late entrants are more likely to drop out sooner, probably as a result of not having been able to take full advantage of those early years of higher returns. Not surprisingly, average prices positively correlate to the adoption spell, with the trend of decreasing prices contributing to the growing abandonment of snowpeas.

Neither of the epoch dummies yields significant results. Village time - the lagged percentage of a household’s community producing snowpeas – is significant, again indicating how a higher concentration of producers at the community level leads to faster withdrawal, possibly due to some combination of increased competition and pesticide resistance or toxicity build-up.

Beyond the differences in the time-varying proportion of community producers, the coefficients on the community fixed effects make it clear that the snowpeas production experience has not been uniform among the six communities. Living in El Rejón, especially, corresponds to longer production spells. While El Rejón households did generally adopt later than the others, which otherwise predicts shorter withdrawal spells, it is known that El Rejón was the last to be allowed to join the cooperative. If this group’s delayed adoption was geographically imposed rather than reflecting households’ self-determined hesitation or poor suitability to grow NTXs, it seems likely that such a result reflects learning from others over time, or better overall environmental conditions. Similarly, Pacul also tends to exhibit slower withdrawal patterns.
Finally, the shape parameter $\rho$ is significantly greater than 1, confirming that, even after controlling for all other time-varying covariates, the likelihood of withdrawal increases over time.

V. Conclusions

More than twenty years after snowpeas were introduced to the central highlands of Guatemala to link farmers to global markets and foster rural development, this study has used duration analysis to explore how household characteristics and external trends play into both the adoption and diffusion processes of non-traditional crops among smallholders. Adoption was widespread and rapid, which led the project to be hailed as a pro-poor success, reaching all but the smallest landholders. Potential benefits of NTXs have proven to be high, but constraints to sustained adoption also numerous, particularly in the second decade of the period considered. Over time, more than two-thirds of adopters eventually dropped out, presumably reverting back to more traditional crops, or leaving agriculture altogether.

Our re-examination of the NTX experience provides us with the opportunity to update earlier analyses based on a recent household survey conducted in a selection of the communities that participated in the early NTX boom. While some challenges to sustainability (such as soil depletion and pesticide resistance) were noted earlier on, we exploit information for a period spanning over two decades to explore the long-term sustainability of snowpeas production among smallholders in the study area.

Consistent with previous findings, we find that smallholders are quite responsive to price incentives when repeatedly making their decision to adopt. As pointed out in Dadi et al. (2004) in their study in rural Ethiopia, if price incentives are strong enough, smallholders may be able to overcome possible deterrents to adoption, such as low education and risk aversion. The importance of improving marketing channels to enable farmers to fetch better and more stable prices, combined with the establishment of appropriate price information systems, emerges as a crucial policy message deriving from the results. Further, the centrality of prices for the success of continued NTX adoption raises a cautionary note on the viability of NTX promotion as a sustainable poverty alleviation strategy among poor, risk-averse small scale producers with limited capacity to weather volatile and/or declining prices.

In line with previous findings, land size does not seem important in the decision to adopt: farmers seemed to adopt en masse, regardless of the amount of their land holdings. Presumably, the quantity of land may have influenced the extent of cultivation, and not whether a farmer would adopt. Similarly, but contrary to expectation, land size does not play an important role in delaying withdrawal. However, land quality emerges as a significant factor in prolonging production of snowpeas over time. As mentioned earlier, access to high humidity or irrigated land,
allows production in those months in which prices are higher, production costs are lower, and the risk of crop loss are lowest. Given the pervasive scarcity of land that characterizes the area, and the observed agronomic problems deriving from the overuse of limited land resources, programs promoting new cash crops in the area should also support micro-irrigation and improved agronomic practices to enable production in more propitious times of the year.

In our models, time affects the decision and diffusion of adoption in a number of ways, and most seem to point to deteriorating conditions for NTX adoption. The combined effect of negative trends like toxicity build up, pest resistance, and time-dependent prices and marketing outlets, all seem to suggest that snowpeas have become increasingly unpopular among smallholders in the study communities, who, since the early 1990s, have abandoned its cultivation in increasing numbers. Interestingly enough, a large number of new adopters from more distant areas of the countries are replacing them in new production and commercialization schemes, including through the cooperative Cuatro Pinos.

Was rapid, indiscriminate diffusion behind the disappointing drop out rate? Going back to our core hypothesis NTX production does not appear to have been as pro-poor as initially hoped. Primarily better-endowed farmers—in terms of good land and agricultural assets, though not labor—were able to overcome the increasingly adverse conditions. Institutions and policy interventions do not appear to have mitigated these difficulties in the favor of less-endowed farmers. Further, early entrants seem to have fared better than their later counterparts, perhaps more quickly establishing themselves in the market and rapidly acquiring the technical know-how necessary for an agronomically-difficult crop like snowpeas. In any case, the rush to join the snowpeas fad was followed by farmer after farmer ceasing production, often citing low prices, high input costs, debt, and an unreliable market as some of the chief culprits that ultimately pushed them out of NTX production. The current strategy to expand the NTX frontier beyond the initial communities, while potentially profitable for the cooperative and for the country as a whole, may not represent a viable long-term solution for poorer farmers.

This study highlights how the promise of globalization can fail to live up to expectations, at least for the poorest farmers. As shown, while poor farmers may be enticed into entering into NTX markets when conditions are favorable, they may lack the capacity to overcome difficulties that inevitably arise in complex types of cultivations and in highly variable global agricultural markets. While governmental and non-governmental organizations can attempt to mitigate these difficulties, market forces may overwhelm these efforts, with poorer adopters still unable to compete in the global markets.
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